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Abstract

In the post-crisis period substantial attention has been placed on regulation of ex-
posures held off balance sheet by large banks. I analyze the effect on equity holders
of such regulation. While requiring banks to hold capital against their on balance
sheet exposures largely doses not perturb equity holder valuation capital held against
off balance sheet exposures decreases the equity claim by generating a deleveraging
effect when the balance sheet is expanded. Shareholders command a premium to
compensate for the change in the value of their claim leading to a deviation of prices
of redundant derivative claims from their replicating portfolios. Importantly, this
effect does not appear under a standard capital ratio.
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1 Introduction

Over the past decade, substantial changes have been made to bank regulation, focused on

improving overall financial stability and addressing specific areas of fragility that manifest

during the crisis. Particular emphasis has been placed on regulating exposures that banks

hold off-balance sheet with the objective of curtailing the buildup of risk that is outside the

purview of on-balance sheet regulatory ratios. Regulation requiring banks to hold capital

against off-balance sheet exposures can, however, have the effect of perturbing equity hold-

ers' claim leading to a reduction in financial intermediation. This must be balanced against

the systemic gain from a well capitalized banking system and the idiosyncratic gain to bank

investors and trading partners of reduced probability of default.

I explore the effects of regulatory capital ratios that have an off-balance sheet compo-

nent on equity holders' incentives. My analysis is along the lines of the leverage ratchet

effect introduced in Black and Scholes (1973) and further explored in Admati et al. (2018).

Intuitively, raising capital to fund a new investment is expensive from the standpoint of

existing equity holders because new equity holders will only offer capital at a price that

absorbs the surplus generated by the investment. Existing equity holders must pay the ex-

pected default loss on new equity when raising capital, making deleveraging costly. This

effect is particularly acute when existing equity holders do not gain the benefit of increased

asset value.

I consider an economy with complete markets that prices risky claims properly. I take

prices for fundamental claims as given by a stochastic discount factor that prices uncertain

cash-flows in a one-period model. Banks are able to create a derivative security that is

a redundant claim, replicable by a portfolio of foreign and domestic risk-free securities,

and sold to clients that do not have access to foreign capital markets. A pricing effect of

regulatory constraints on bank balance sheets appears when the derivative is sold to clients
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that is not consistent with fair valuation of the claim.

My results are particularly applicable to over-the-counter derivatives markets. Moti-

vated by losses experienced following the failure of Lehman Brothers in September of 2008

and mark-to-market losses from repricing of counterparty risk in positions facing surviving

counterparties, a major item on the regulatory reform agenda was increasing banks' ability

to absorb default of a major derivatives counterparty. In order to increase bank resiliency

and curtail the buildup of counterparty risk in over-the-counter derivatives trades regulators

substantially increased the amount of capital that banks are required to hold when adding

these positions to the balance sheet.

Concurrent with substantial changes in the regulatory environment a number of theoret-

ical no-arbitrage conditions have shown deviations that have been persistently wider than

their pre-crisis norm. Market participants have pointed towards regulation as a cause of

these deviations and a number of recent academic papers have provided robust empirical

evidence for this channel. It is, however, not immediately clear how regulation would gen-

erate such effects in derivatives markets. In particular, derivatives traded with no upfront

exchange of value are neutral from both a funding and valuation standpoint. I argue that

regulation focused on the on-balance sheet valuation of derivatives positions is unlikely to

produce substantial pricing effects whereas capital that banks are required to hold against

counterparty risk in over-the-counter trades will be reflected in dealer quotation and can

have a significant pricing effect.

A primary piece of post-crisis regulatory reform was the introduction of the Supple-

mentary Leverage Ratio (SLR) implemented under the Dodd-Frank act as a backstop to

existing risk-based capital ratios. The SLR takes the form of a standard inverse leverage

ratio with the addition of a measure of off-balance sheet exposures in the denominator.

A substantial point of differentiation from previous regulation is a requirement that banks

use a standardized formula to calculate off-balance sheet exposure of derivatives positions.
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While I focus on the SLR due to its centrality in the post-crisis regulatory regime, my

results illustrate a more general point about the design of regulatory capital requirements.

2 Related Literature

A number of recent papers examine pricing anomalies in derivatives markets, demonstrat-

ing a connection between regulation and asset prices. Du et al. (2018) and Avdjiev et al.

(2017) focus on covered interest parity, while Jermann (2016) builds a model of a dealer

facing a balance sheet constraint to demonstrate how negative interest rate swap spreads

can arise in equilibrium. These papers relate to a broader literature that considers the effect

of the intermediary sector in determining risk premia. In particular, Adrian et al. (2014)

and He et al. (2016) show that shocks to equity capital of dealer banks are powerful in

explaining the cross section of asset returns. Siriwardane (2018) uses de-anonymized data

on credit default swap positions to show that shocks to dealer capital affect aggregate price

quotation. Using an exogenous shock to capital of a major market participant he shows a

causally identified effect of scarce capital on price setting. My work builds on these results

and establishes a causal link between a specific regulatory constraint and actual transaction

prices.

This empirical literature is closely related to recent theories of asset pricing showing

that constraints on the balance sheets of financial intermediaries are important in determin-

ing asset prices. The theoretical literature on intermediary based asset pricing developed

in He and Krishnamurthy (2012, 2013) and Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2014) that builds

on Holmstrom and Tirole (1997) and a large literature on limits-to-arbitrage surveyed in

Vayanos and Gromb (2010). A related model by Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) shows

a pricing effect of funding liquidity when margin constraints are binding while Garleanu

and Pedersen (2011) build a CAPM with margin constraints that generates deviations from
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classical no-arbitrage conditions in derivatives markets.

Following the crisis banks began developing formal adjustments to valuation and quo-

tation of derivatives. A substantial practitioner literature is devoted to forecasting expected

derivatives cash flows in order to calculate these adjustments. Andersen et al. (2018) mo-

tivate the practice of including funding adjustments into quotations as compensation to

equity holders to induce trade in the face of a debt overhang problem. In particular, my

results relate to the capital value adjustment (KVA) that is often computed by banks as an

estimate of the present value of the regulatory capital a position will require over its life-

time. Over the past several years banks have begun incorporating KVA in their valuation

and quotation models in an increasingly formalized way and have developed substantial

expertise in estimating the potential cost of regulatory capital associated with a marginal

trade.

Finally, my results area also related to the literature on regulatory reform and the cost of

regulatory capital. Duffie (2017) and Greenwood et al. (2017a) review post-crisis regula-

tory reform, while Greenwood et al. (2017b) propose a framework for developing a robust

and efficient regulatory regime that can be used to assess a complex set of regulatory re-

quirements. Kisin and Manela (2016) use a loophole exploited by large banks to estimate

the cost of capital requirements. This adds to the work of Kashyap et al. (2010) on the

impact of increased capital regulation on large banks.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 3 introduces the basic valuation framework that

is used in Section 4 to define fair valuation and incentive compatible dealer quotation of

foreign exchange swaps. Section 5 introduces and analyzes the effects of regulatory capital

ratios. Finally, section 6 discusses results in the regulatory context and concludes.
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3 Valuation Framework

The basic valuation framework is standard one period setting, consisting of time one pay-

offs defined on the probability space {Q, T, P1. There exists a linear, positive, and mono-

tonically increasing functional V : L2 -+ R that maps the set of finite-variance time 1

payoffs into time 0 valuations and an associated stochastic discount factor, $, such that

V(X) = E[$X]. Define the gross risk-free rate, I = E[$R], and gross discount factor

6 = R- 1. The risk-neutral measure, Q, is then defined by the Radon-Nikodym Theorem

such that we may equivalently write the valuation functional V(X) = 6 EQ [X].

There is a foreign risk-free rate Rf and spot exchange rate defined in termso of units of

foreign currency per unit domestic currency, S = forei. The exchange rate is correctly

priced under the risk-neutral measure such that uncovered interest rate parity holds.

St = - EQ [S+,] (1)R

A stylized bank balance sheet consists of assets in place paying unknown A in time

one and liabilities with face value L coming due in time one. The equity holders' claim

is then defined as the positive residual payoff E = 6EQ[(A - L)+]. In the event of default

all creditors are treated pari-passu and are and are able to recover their claim on the bank's

assets at rate k. The time zero fair valuation of liabilities are then LO = 6EQ [L(1-(1-k)1D)]

where 1 D = {A < L} is the bank default event. In order to focus ideas I maintain the

assumption that existing assets are fully hedged such that CovQ, (A, St+1) = 0.

The bank intermediates derivative markets, offering to trade a forward contract on the

t + 1 spot rate. A representative client purchases derivatives from the bank to service its

economic needs in terms of hedging and speculation. The client has default event 11D, and

recovery rate p.
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4 Par Swap Valuation and Quotation

This section considers valuation and quotation of foreign exchange (FX) forward contracts

under the market convention that the forward rate is set to par such that the transaction

does not require any upfront exchange of value. In combination with a spot transaction a

forward position creates a standard FX swap. By assertion of a properly priced exchange

rate the spot transaction has zero fair value and does not affect valuation of the forward leg

in a swap transaction. Moreover, under the assumption of instantaneous execution in the

spot market counterparty risk is not a consideration on the spot leg. It is then without loss

to consider the forward leg of a swap in isolation.

4.1 Fair valuation

Without counterparty risk, fair valuation of the swap is straightforward under the risk-

neutral measure.

St
J EQ [St1 - F ] = -- - (5F (2)

Rf

Setting Equation (2) to zero implies that the forward rate on a par swap then corresponds to

a standard covered interest rate parity condition FCIP = t. If r = ln(R) and rf = ln(Rf)

represent the continuously compounded domestic and foreign risk-free rates, respectively,

the forward premium p can be defined by F = St er-rfP and F = FCIP if and only if p = 0.

When considering counterparty risk, fair valuation of the swap encompasses cash-flows

in all states. If the bank enters a trade to purchase one unit of foreign currency at the forward

rate it will have an asset in time t + 1 when S,+1 > F and a liability when St+1 < F. In the

case of default of the client, the bank looses a fraction of (1 -'I) when the trade represents

an asset. Similarly, when the bank defaults, the client experiences a loss of (1 - y) when the
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bank has a liability. Adding the defaulted cash-flows to Equation (2) provides an expression

for the fair valuation of a unit investment in a swap with counterparty risk.

(5 EQ [S, j - F] - 6 EQ [(] - p)(S , 1 - F)+ID,] + (5 EQ [(I - y)(F - St+])+ID], (3)
CVA DVA

Where the derivative client is treated pari passu with other creditors and the recovery rate

on the swap is given by the fractional claim on assets per unit face value.

xA
y = (4)

L + (F - St,)+

The CVA and DVA terms in Equation (3) have become widely accepted in fair value ac-

counting for the mark-to-market valuation of positions held on bank balance sheets.' When

the dealer and client default events are independent of S,+,, Equation (3) can be rewritten

R EC~ [(1 -/p)1 D~ -(1 i- yliID ]
V(q) = 6(S - - F) - 6EQ [(S,+1 - F)] EQ [( - ( - Y)ID)]

Rf EQ [(I - (I -y)RD))

Given 6 EQ [(S t+, - F)+] > 0, the par forward rate with counterparty risk is below FCIP.

4.2 Unconstrained Dealer Quotation

Swap markets are intermediated by dealer banks that service client demand for derivatives.

Swap dealers charge a spread above fair value pricing to clients seeking to trade that repre-

sents a transfer of value to equity holders of the dealer. In order for a trade to be completed

a client must derive sufficient utility from the position that it is willing to pay a dealer's

quoted spread. Observed spreads are bounded below by a break-even incentive compat-

ible spread required by the dealer and determined in equilibrium as the product of client

demand and dealer pricing power. For the remainder of this section I adapt the first order

'IFRS 13, "Fair Value Measurement" became effective in June 2013.
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valuation approach of Andersen et al. (2018), hereafter abbreviated (ADS), to derive the

minimum incentive compatible forward rate, Fc, that a dealer bank's shareholders would

require when adding a new FX swap to the balance sheet.

First consider a trade of q units in a swap with no counterparty risk that is traded 'at par'

with no upfront cash-flow and forward rate F. As there is no need for additional funding

the post-trade value of the bank equity holders' claim is 6EQ [(A - L + q(St+l - F))1D-,

where 1 D- is the bank survival event inclusive of the new FX swap position, IDq = {A +

q(St+1 -- F) > LI. Adding the new position then implies a change in equity holder valuation

of

A(q) = 6EQ [(A - L)(ID - ID-)] +6EQ [q(St+l - F)1D-

= 6 EQ [(A - L)(ID- - ID-)] + 6q Cov (St+l, ID) + 6q(St - F)PD-

Equation (5) implies that an incentive-compatible forward rate must solve

R 1 EQ [(A - L)(ID- - RD-)]
F s St- + + Cove (Sr+1, (6)

Rf PD q

Lemma 3 implies that the first term in brackets goes to zero in the limit under the as-

sumption that A and S +I follow a continuous joint distribution or have bounded support,

implying that F S t R . The minimum incentive-compatible forward rate then corresponds

to the fair-value forward rate in Equation (2).

Extending the previous analysis to the case of counterparty risk such that, in the event

of counterparty default, the bank is able to recover its claim at rate p implies that the change

in the equity holders' claim from adding q units of the FX swap is

A(q) =6 EQ [(A - L)(IDq - RD-)]

+ q6 EQ [(S,+l - F)IDq - 0 - 8)(S t+l - F)+IDCq nD-
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where 1
Dq = {A + q(St+1 - F) - q(l - p)(St+l - F)I1DCq > L}. Equation (7) adds a term

to Equation (5) that adjusts for losses incurred when the client defaults. It is worth noting

that the bank only experiences loss from counterparty default in the case that the swap

represents a contingent asset. Any incentive-compatible forward rate must then solve.

0 E [(A - L)(lD- - RD-) + CovQ (St+], 1D)
rD-- q (8)

R
+ St- - F - E" [(1 -p)(St+1 - F)1DcIL[D-

With the assumptions that in the limit, as q -+ 0, the bank and client default events are

independent and the client default event is independent of St,1, the last term in Equation

(9) can be simplified to EQ [(S,+1 - F)*] EQ [(1 -Ip)1Dc] implying the simplified incentive-

compatible condition.

R
0 (StT - F) - EQ [(St+l - F)+] EQ [(1 - )1DC (9)

Equation (9) represents the fair value of a forward without counterparty risk less the vale

of a call discounted by the expected loss rate when the client defaults. When there is

a possibility of loss from counterparty default, the second term above is strictly negative

indicating that an incentive-compatible will not satisfy the covered interest parity condition.

Comparing Equations (9) and (3) implies a result similar to that of ADS that any incentive-

compatible forward rate will adjust fair valuation of the swap for CVA but will not account

for DVA as the equity claim is not affected by any cash-flows in default. In contrast to ADS,

however, there is no funding effect as the trade is initiated without any upfront cash-flow.
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To determine existence of an incentive compatible forward rate define dE[(St -F)+] as

d EC, [(St +1 - F)+] = rn EQ[(S - F)(IS>F+e -
1 S>F) - IS>F+c]

dF E6o E

= Jim E [(S F)(20<s-F<E~ 1S>F+(

= - PQ (S > F)

where (S-F)1o<s-F<E I < 1 for all e and the last equality follows from the Lebesgue Dominated

Convergence Theorem. Equation (10) implies 0 < - dEet[(St +-F)*] 1 such that the rightdF

hand side of Equation (9) is monotonically decreasing in F and there exists a unique beak-

even FIc that sets Equation (9) to zero. A necessary and sufficient condition for FIc > 0 is

6 EQ[(1 -fp)1Dc] > 1. That is, the fair valued loss-given-default per unit investment is less

than one. Then, for any reasonable p, 0 < FIc < FCIP, consistent with Lemma 1 in ADS

Appendix C.

If S,+1 follows a log-normal distribution the value of EQ,[(S,+1 - F)+] corresponds to

a standard Black-Scholes solution as shown in Appendix B. Substituting into Equation

(9) and rewriting in terms of the forward premium, p, implies an incentive compatible

condition on the forward premium.

0 e -{( e+. - (( +- -)} (11)
EQ [(1 - p)1DC]

When p = 0 Equation (11) reduces to 0 1 - 2D(-), implying o- = 0. For o- > 0 the

second term in Equation (9) has positive value and Ip > 0. Figure I shows the relationship

between p and o- with / fixed at 20 percent and a five percent probability of client default.

The gridded surface in Figure 1 plots the right side of Equation (11) in p, o- space. The

region to the left, where the gridded surface is above the solid plane fixed at zero defines

the set of incentive-compatible (p, o-) pairs.
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The locus of points at the intersection of the gridded and solid surfaces in Figure I

define the minimum incentive-compatible forward premium as a function of volatility. A

similar pattern is apparent when plotting market quotations in Figure 2. This figure plots

the three-month forward premium against implied volatility on three-month at the money

options. The forward premium is calculated using overnight index swap spread quotations

and FX spot and forward rate quotations, while implied volatilities on at the money options

are quoted directly by market convention. In addition to a substantial cluster of points along

the incentive compatible boundary, Figure 2 shows a significant number of observations at

the interior of the incentive-compatible region. Table 1 shows the relationship between

the forward premium and volatility under the risk-neutral measure, reporting results from

univariate regressions in levels and differences. A significant effect is present across cur-

rencies in both specifications. Notably, however, the intercept has no significant effect in

differences. The lighter shading of observations to the interior of the incentive-compatible

region in Figure 2 points towards a change pricing of FX swaps in the more recent period

when new regulations have come into effect.

4.3 Covered Interest Parity Arbitrage

Before concluding this section, it is worth considering the effect of a bank simultaneously

entering an offsetting foreign currency trade when writing the forward contract with a

client. If a bank is able to access the foreign credit market, it can directly hedge its ex-

posure by borrowing y units of foreign currency at for a proceed of s that is invested in

the domestic bond market. With the addition of this transaction, Equation (7) becomes.

A(q) =6 EQ [(A - L)(1D- - 1 D-)] (12)
S tR

+ q6EQ [k - Stj + St+1 - F)1D - (1 -3)(St+1 - F)*1Dcq IDJ
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By hedging the exchange risk, the covariance assumption can be relaxed but proper pricing

of the spot rate implies that the results are otherwise unchanged. This effect is in accordance

with the model of Avdjiev et al. (2017), which considers a financial intermediary engaging

in arbitrage trades with counterparty risk, showing that the combination of counterparty

risk and regulatory constraint becomes a driver of deviation from covered interest parity.

5 Capital Ratio

Building upon the framework of the previous section, I considering regulatory constraints

that behave similarly to post-crisis regulations designed to curtail accumulation of risk on

bank balance sheets. I begin with a standard equity capital ratio before introducing an

off-balance sheet adjustment for counterparty risk.

5.0.1 Simple Leverage Ratio

Define a bank's book equity capital ratio as a = EQ[A] . When adding a new swap to the

balance sheet the numerator of a will increase or decrease depending on the fair valuation

of the position, while the denominator will only change if the new position is a contingent

asset, with a positive fair valuation. To be more precise let Vq be the fair valuation of q units

of a newly issued FX swap and Vq+ = max{Vq,01 and Vq~ = max{-Vq, 01 be the asset and

liability components of V, respectively. If the bank raises Kq units of additional capital per

unit in the swap, the post-trade equity capital ratio will be.

6EQ[A - L] +qVq+ qKq (13)
q 6EQ[A] + qVq++ qK

The leverage ratio is invariant to the bank's allocation of the K units of capital raised, so

long as it is invested in assets at fair valuation. The following proposition shows that the
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equity capital ratio will not perturb pricing on a swap executed with a client in a market-

making trade.

Proposition 1

When the bank and client default events are uncorrelated, any swap trade executed at an

incentive-compatible forward rate will (weakly) increase the bank's leverage ratio without

additional capital.

The intuition behind Proposition I is straightforward. Equity holders do not internal-

ize the fair valuation of swap cash-flows when the bank has defaulted, creating a wedge

between the fair value and incentive compatible forward rates. A properly valued swap

executed at an incentive-compatible forward rate accounts for cash flows in states of dealer

default, causing any such swap to have a positive fair valuation. An equity capital ratio

of a < 1 that recognizes assets at fair-valuation, as is required for regulatory purposes,

then implies that addition of a positive valued swap to the balance sheet has the effect of

increasing the capital ratio. Moreover, by construction, execution of a swap with no up-

front payment implies that there is no funding effect to consider beyond maintenance of the

capital ratio.

In particular, it is noteworthy that, as the dealer probability of default approaches zero,

as would be the case for e.g. a fully secured swap or a swap facing a central counterparty,

the hurdle rate required by equity holders is vanishing such that the equity capital ratio is

satisfied trivially with V -> 0. As in Section 4.2, when there is no risk of counterparty

default FIc = FcIP even when the possibility of dealer default implies that such pricing

does not generate a par fair valuation.

While the arguments behind Proposition I are straightforward, it is valuable to establish

that a simple equity ratio is not likely to have substantial pricing impact on FX swaps with

no upfront cash-flows. To the extent that regulatory constraints are responsible for observed
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pricing anomalies, these effects are attributable to a capital ratio that does not scale in direct

proportion to on-balance sheet valuation of assets.

5.0.2 Capital Ratio with Off-Balance Sheet Adjustment

The leverage ratio in Equation (13) can be modified to incorporate an adjustment for off-

balance sheet exposures in a manner similar to regulatory capital ratios introduced follow-

ing the financial crisis. I model this adjustment as an additional factor, G(F; St), in the

denominator of the capital ratio to mimic the Basel III Leverage ratio and the SLR. G rep-

resents the additional required capital per unit in the swap and is assumed to be continuous,

continuously differentiable, and bounded from below with G(O) = G > 0 and d < 0.

6EQ[A - L] + qVq+ qK (14)
q 6EQ[A] + qV+ + qKq+ qG(F; St)

As in Equation (13), the modified leverage ratio in Equation (14) is agnostic to the allo-

cation of funds raised by issuing new capital, K, so long as this investment is done at fair

value. When q = 0, a" the modified capital ratio agrees with a and a'. However it is clear

that, unlike in Equation (13), the effect of adding a new, positive-valued, swap position no

longer has an unambiguous loosening effect on the capital constraint. Indeed, adding a new

swap to the balance sheet will imply a" < a for Vq < IG(F; S,). The overall effect on

the equity holder's claim combines the effects of Section 4.2 and the adjusted capital ratio.

The following proposition considers a bank that issues a new FX swap as a market-

making trade with a client. It is assumed, by revealed preference, that the bank does not

seek to change the allocation of its portfolio of assets, A, and wishes to maintain a capital

ratio of at least a. A bound on the fair valuation of an incentive-compatible swap trade

subject to an equity capital ratio with off-balance sheet adjustment is then established.

Proposition 2
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If a bank does not wish to change its asset allocation and wishes to maintain an off-balance

sheet adjusted capital ratio above its current level, a, when the bank and client default

events are uncorrelated, any swap trade executed at an incentive-compatible forward rate

must satisfy.

0 <V -6 EQ [(I - yAD] EQ [(F - St,)] PQD- _ a G(F; St) - 1  (15)
PQD- +7 1 -a QD- +7

where V is the unit fair-valuation of a swap given in Equation (3) and 7 = EQLA1D]
EQ[A]

Corollary

The incentive-compatible forward rate must satisfy

0 :5 EQ[S+ 1 - F] -6 EQ[(St,1 - F)+] EQ[(1 - 3 )lDc]
(16)

- a G(F; S t) - 6 E"[(F - S+)] E"[(] - Y)IDI) Pl-a POD-+

The logic behind Proposition 2 is along the lines of the Leverage Ratchet model of Ad-

mati et al. (2018). New equity holders will demand a return that is inclusive of the marginal

investment when providing additional capital and existing equity holders must then com-

pensate the new equity holders for default risk associated with the existing capital structure.

While both new and existing equity holders benefit from the easing of the capital constraint

implied by adding a swap with positive value, the tightening of the capital constraint as-

sociated with the off-balance sheet adjustment must be fully compensated by the existing

equity holders. Any incentive compatible trade must then accrue a premium sufficient to

cover this loss.

In order to better understand the effect of the capital constraint it is useful to rewrite

Equation (9) as 0 < V - 6 EQ [(1 - y)1D] EQ [(F - S,+,)+].

It is then clear that there are two effects of the modified equity ratio - the DVA term,
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[(1 - y)]RD] EQ [(F - S+ 1)*] is scaled by the factor 0 < PqD- < land the off-balance sheet

adjustment term is added. The DVA is removed from the fair valuation of the trad in both

Equations (9) and (15) as Equity holders are not responsible for cash-flows when the bank

is in default. Equation (15) scales this effect in order to adjust for the distribution of this

term between original and new shareholders when additional capital is raised to support a

trade.

When there is no risk of bank default Equation (15) reduces to 0 V and is equivalent

to the unconstrained quotation in Section 4.2. This follows from the fact that the original

equity holders are able to raise additional capital without any subsidy to providers of new

capital and a shift in capital structure becomes neutral from the bank's standpoint. This

point exemplifies the effects at play. Cash-flows from a new position accrue to all claimants

on a bank's assets in a state-by-state sense. Equity holders, however, are only concerned

with cash-flows in non default states. When the bank's capital structure contains leverage

this drives a wedge between the fair valuation of all cash-flows and those flowing only to

equity holders. Understanding this effect, providers of additional equity require a subsidy

from the existing equity holders when additional capital is raised. In this sense, Modigliani-

Miller invariance still applies when all swap cash-flows are considered but the effect of

the equity constraint persists despite efficient capital markets. From the standpoint of the

original equity holders, the additional capital raised in support of the off-balance sheet

adjustment looks like deleveraging and incurs a cost in the spirit of Admati et al. (2018).

Comparing Equations (9) and (16), it is clear that for any FICC that satisfies Proposition

2 there is a strict ordering, 0 < FIcc < FIc < FCIP. To push the analysis further, however,

it is necessary to more precisely specify the off-balance sheet adjustment, G.
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5.1 Potential Future Exposure

The primary off-balance sheet adjustment required under the Basel III Leverage Ratio and

the SLR is additional capital held against potential future exposure (PFE). The motivation

behind PFE is to ensure that a bank has sufficient capital to absorb loss of counterparty

default on a position that has substantial positive value from the bank's perspective. PFE is

then similar in spirit to the fair valuation of counterparty risk in the CVA term, 6 E[(1 -

#)IDC] , but is focused on the tail of the distribution rather than the mean.2 Additionally,

the motivation for PFE implies that it is defined under the natural probability measure in

contrast to CVA.

In this simplified model, PFE can be defined as a value-at-risk measure that requires

capital, k such that P (@(S,,1 - F) > kIS,) < 1 - p, where p is a tail probability, typically

%99, and q is a scaling parameter determined by the regulator. If S,+1 has distribution

Fs+,,, the off- balance sheet adjustment can then be written.

G(F;St) = qf(F-l s(p) - F) (17)

Plugging Equation (17) into Equation (9)yields

0 o6EQ[St+ 1 - F] - 6EQ[(St+1 - F)+] EQ[(I -8)lDc

- V @(Fss(P) - F) - 65EQ[(F - St+,)+] E"[(l - Y)I1D])(Q (18)
l-a PClt~)-D- +7

It follows from Equation (10), that dE-[(F-S,+l)+] _ PQ(S < F) > 0, and the second line
dF

of Equation (5.1) is monotonically increasing in F. The existence of a unique solution the

depends on the distribution of S ,1. In the log-normal case, Equation (17) takes a tractable

form, VI(S, exp{p + o-ID-1(p)} - F), where o- is volatility of the exchange rate and P is the
2In practice, PFE, is typically calculated including a package of derivatives and and collateral facing a

particular counterparty.
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expected, continuously compounded, return under the natural measure. Equation can be

written in terms of p and o-

0 :(e -1)(1 + E[(l - y)1D]PQ _)
PD- +77

- ( + - eP D - 0)}(EQ[(l -P)IlDc 0 D - ) (19)
\0- 2| \- 2) PQD- +77

- a)(PQD- +77)( exp{p + c-0-Y(pQ)} - e'

where pQ = p + is the tail probability in the risk-neutral measure. Equation (19)

resembles (11) closely, with the parity and counterparty risk terms re-scaled to reflect the

cost of equity adjustments in Proposition 2. The third line in Equation (19) subtracts the

off-balance sheet adjustment. Girsanov's Theorem implies that the volatility under the

natural and risk-neutral measures are the same. The expected return, p, in the off-balance

sheet adjustment, however, remains a free parameter that is either prescribed directly by

the regulator or estimated by a bank subject to a standardized methodology.

Figure 3 plots Equation (19) for bank probabilities of default set to one and 15 percent,

and q set to six, 12, and 20 percent. The dealer recovery rate is fixed at 20 percent. The

surface in from Figure 1 is also plotted, maintaining a client default rate of five percent

and recovery rate of 20 percent. Comparing the light orange gridded surface that replicates

Figure 3 to the dark purple gridded surface plotting (19) is revealing about the effect of

the regulatory constraint. Across all parameterizations the reduction in gradient is striking,

showing a much more gradual increase in equity holder gain as p moves away from the

incentive compatible boundary. This comports with the pattern in Figure 2, as differences

in bank constraints imply a much large movement in (p, o-) space in order to maintain in-

centive compatibility and heterogeneity at the bank and client level become increasingly

salient for pricing. Looking across the two rows of Figure 2 reveals the effect of the cost
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of capital incorporated in the constraint - while the shape of the incentive-compatible

locus remains fairly linear the scaling of the off-balance sheet adjustment term shifts this

relationship substantially, requiring more premium per unit volatility. This effect is exacer-

bated as the probability of default increases and the subsidy to new shareholders increases

when moving from left to right, across columns.

In the context of intermediary asset pricing models Equation (5.1) highlights an inter-

esting dynamic. When the stochastic discount factor is correlated with leverage the pricing

of credit risk will certainly change creating potential for spiraling risk premia in the spirit

of Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009). An additional effect, is however clear in the term

arising from the off-balance sheet adjustment - as variation in the stochastic discount fac-

tor will introduce variation in the constraint through the change of measure between the

natural and risk-neutral probabilities in a correlated way.

6 Discussion

This model is quite simplified but is able to express some important points about the cost

of holding regulatory capital against a marginal derivative trade. It is notable that even

when a trade requires no upfront funding there is an implied cost to existing shareholders

flowing form the adjusted equity ratio. From the existing shareholders' standpoint this

portion of the capital ratio generates a deleveraging effect as there is no direct benefit in

terms of value on the balance sheet. Moreover, by focusing on the tail of the distribution

rather than the mean (under the risk-neutral measure) this adjustment is inconsistent with

a fair valuation cash-flows in the trade. the gain in stability from the off-balance sheet

adjustment the represents a costly transfer from equity holders to debt holders that will be

incorporated into pricing of the trade when the bank has pricing power. It is also notable

that the DVA term is netted from this effect. This is particularly interesting in the context of
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the common criticism that the Basel III standards require capital to be held against potential

losses due to CVA but do not account for DVA. While this asymmetry is incoherent from a

valuation standpoint, in the sense that a party and counterparty would not agree on a price

that includes CVA but excludes DVA, equation (16) makes clear that a dealer acting on

behalf of shareholders will incorporate the DVA effect in its trading behavior.

I show that, while a standard equity ratio is unlikely to affect the quotation and valuation

of derivatives traded at par, a capital ratio that is adjusted for off balance sheet exposures can

have a substantial perturbing effect. This observation sheds light on the connection between

regulatory constraints and pricing anomalies documented in recent papers. Moreover, my

results inform regulatory design - an off balance sheet capital charge that does not scale

with changes in the equity claim can have the effect of reduced intermediation that would

not result from simply increasing the minimum capital requirement.
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Table 1: Univariate Analysis of Forward Premium and Volatility

This table displays results from univariate regressions of the three-month forward premium on the implied volatility of at-the-money foreign

exchange options. The continuously compounded forward premium for each currency is calculated using overnight indexed swap spreads and

spot and forward exchange rates obtained from Bloomberg. Implied volatilities are are direct quotes obtained from Bloomberg. Observations

are plotted for the period 2012-01-01 to 2019-03-01.

EUR GBP AUD JPY

Level Diff Level Diff Level Diff Level Diff

Intercept 21.645*** 0.006 -1.657 0.012 -12.403*** -0.012 29.420*** -0.016
(2.464) (0.068) (1.302) (0.052) (1.536) (0.071) (2.823) (0.087)

3-month IV 1.784*** 2.372*** -0.090 1.902***
(0.282) (0.148) (0.153) (0.295)

Delta 3-month IV 2.019*** 1.166*** -0.349 1.618***
(0.270) (0.188) (0.286) (0.294)

Observations 1,845 1,826 1,833 1,805 1,853 1,837 1,857 1,844

R0.021 0.030 0.122 0.021 0.0002 0.001 0.022 0.016

*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.0Note:

k)



Figures

Figure 1: Incentive-Compatible Forward Premium

This figure shows equity holder value as a function of forward premium, p, and exchange rate
volatility, o-. The gridded surface represents the value with and without an off-balance sheet adjusted
capital ratio. The solid green surface shows a plane at the origin; any point on the gridded surface
above the origin plane represents an incentive-compatible (p, o-) pair. The counterparty probability
of default is held fixed at five percent and recovery rate at 20 percent.
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Figure 2: Forward Premium as a Function of Volatility

This figure shows the three-month forward premium for major U.S. Dollar currency pairs against
the implied volatility on three-month at-the-money foreign exchange options. The continuously
compounded forward premium for each currency is calculated using overnight indexed swap spreads
and spot and forward exchange rates obtained from Bloomberg. Implied volatilities are are direct
quotes obtained from Bloomberg. Points are shaded according to date with a descending gradient
toward more recent observations. Observations are plotted for the period 2012-01-01 to 2019-03-01.
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Figure 3: Incentive-Compatible Forward Premium with Constraint

This figure shows equity holder value as a function of forward premium, p, and exchange rate
volatility, o-. The gridded surfaces represent the value with and without an off-balance sheet adjusted
capital ratio. The light orange gridded surface, plotted for reference, is as in Figure 1. The dark
purple gridded surface shows shareholder gain with a capital constraint. Scenarios are plotted for
pairs of probability of default, PD, set to one and six percent, and cost of capital, q, set to six, 12,
and 20 percent. The solid green surface shows a plane at the origin; any point on the gridded surface
above the origin plane represents an incentive-compatible (p, o-) pair. The counterparty probability
of default is held fixed at five percent and recovery rate at 20 percent.
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A Derivations

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

I first show that a bank will only agree to a swap trade that has positive fair valuation. For

any q, the fair valuation of the swap is given by

S
V(q) = - 6F(q) - 6 E [(1 -3)(St+1 - F(q))1Dc] + 6 EQ [(1 - y(q))(F(q) - St+1)+]lDq]

where y(q) = )+ and D= A + q(St+1 - F(q)) < L}. The change in equity holder

value can then be expanded as.

A(q) =6 EC [(A - L)(1D -
1-D-)] + 6 EQ [q(St+I - F(q))1D- ( - )q(S t+ 1 - F(q))1Dc, lDq

=6 EQ [(A - L)(1D- - RD-)]

+ q61 CovQ ((St+ 1 - F(q)), ID) -(1 - ) COvQ ((St+ 1 - F(q))h1Dcq, 1D-)}

+ {V - q6 EQ [(1 - y(q))(F(q) - St+1) X ID,)} D-

By assumption, the covariance terms above are equal to zero.

(1 D - ID-) < 0 if and only if A - L > 0, then (A - L)(IDq - 1D-) 0-

Given y(q) I and PQD- > 0, it is immediate that A(q) > 0 if and only if V(q) > 0.

It is then sufficient to consider only trades where V(q) = V*(q) and V-(q) = 0 and

6 EQ [A - L] + V(q) + K(q)

6EQ[A] + V(q) + K(q)

_6EQ[A - L]

6EQ[A] -
6 EQ[L](V(q) + K(q)) > 0

0
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A.2 Proof of Proposition 2

As in Proposition 1, it is only necessary to consider the case V(q) = V*(q), V~(q) = 0.

Then it follows.

a"(q)>a =- K(q) > G(F;St) - Vq a G - Vq (20)
1-a -a

Suppose the bank invests the qK(q) units of new capital in an asset paying I such that

qK(q) = 6 EQ[I]. The new equity holders will require a fraction of the post-investment

equity claim, x, such that

x5 EQ [(A - L + I + q(St+1 - F) - q(l -3) ILDc(S t+1 - F) )I1Dq] = qK(q)

whereRDq = {A - L + I + q(S,+1 - F) - q(l -Ip)lDc(St+1 - F)* > 01. This transaction will

leave the initial equity holders with a claim with value

6EQ [(A - L + q(St, 1 - F) - q(l -3)DC(St+1 - F)')1Dq- - 6EQ[I1IDq]

and the change in shareholder valuation from the transaction of entering the swap, raising

capital and investing in additional assets is then

A(q) =6 E4 [(A - L)(lDq - ID-)]

+ q5 E" [((St+1 - F) - (I -/p)Dc(St+1 - F))IDq ]- 5 E4[I1Dql
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Any event on which (lD- iD-) > 0 implies (A - L) < 0, then (RD- - IID-)(A - L) 0 and

A(q) < 6EQ [((St+ - F) - (1 -p)lDC(St+1 - F)+)1DJ - I 6E[I1Dq]
q q

(21)

] = q~q~q whee 77- E-[A1Dq]
When the additional capital is reinvested in A, q6 EQ[IfDq] = qK(q)q, where r = EQ[A]

and it follows.

F;St) - Vq)Aq)A sq <(EQ [((St+1 - F ) - (I - 8)lDc(S t+1 - F )+)ID ] a 9 G(
q - a

When St+1 is independent of A, and the dealer and client default events are independent, this

condition can be rewritten using the fair value for q units in the swap, V(q), in Proposition

1 as

V(q)-6E[(1
q

- y(q))lD] EQ [(F - St+1)+] PDq _7- a G(F; St)
1- a

A sufficient condition for the equity holders tho gain from the swap trade is

0 v ( ) +1) -(6 EP [(1
q

- y(q))1D] EQ [(F - S +1)*] P D- -a a G(F; S 1)

The second term to the right of the inequality is weakly negative implying that this inequal-

ity is weakly tighter than Equation (20) with K = 0. In the limit,

EQ [(A - L)(IDq- ID-)]
lim - = 0
q-*O q

(22)

and Equation (21) holds with equality and the marginal shareholder gain is maximized by

setting Equation (20) to equality. A necessary and sufficient for the marginal change in
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shareholder to be positive is then

Q- aG(F;
0 V - 6 EQ [(1 - y(q))D] EQ [(F - St+,1)+] Q a G(F; S,)

PD- +77 a D-

Lemma 3

To show Equation (22), note that when the shareholders chose capital to maximize their

gain 1 D- # 1 D- implies

IA-LI< IS,+1 - F - (1 -3)(St+1 - F)*1Dc + aG - Vq
q I-a

< |St~ ,,- F - (I -)p)(S ,, - F O*DC + TaaG - VI 1-a

Where the second inequality follows from y(q) = LskA < y state by state. By the

Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, and assumption that all variables have finite

expectation, the limit can then be passed through the expectation. Lebesgue's Monotone

Convergence Theorem then implies.

. (A - L)(lD- - D-)
lim -q

qw0 q

< lim|jSt+ - F - (1 - P)(St 1 - F)1Dc + G - V(lDI - ID-)I
q-O 1-a

=0

0
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B Foreign Exchange Options Under Log-normality

Let S t+1 = S, exp{p + o-z}, where z is a standard-normally distributed, then

6EQ [(St+1 - F)+] = EQ [St+l ISt+,>F] - FEI [IS,+I>F]

The first expectation to the right of the equals sign can be solved as

EQ [S 1S,>F] = 5 f .2 +2e
S, exp IP+0-z-- 21d=6Sep 2

I f
--- exp{- (z - C-)2

where x = 0 - . With a change of variables then integral in the last expression becomes

the standard normal error function and the price of a call can be written.

6 E [S+1]1s,+1>F =( t ep+22

Similarly the last term above can be solved as

6F EQ [IIS,.1>F] = 6FD -

ln(!) - p

0-

ln(j) - p

0-

No-arbitrage implies that EQ [St+I] = S, exp{u + -} = Sty. Solving and substituting for

p, the value of a call can be written

6 EQ [(S +1 -
R sRf F

0"

The value of a put is

(EQ [(F -St,1 )+] =
ln(y ) -

a- 2
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